EAST CAMPUS UPDATE: 6/8 - 6/14/2019

MANZANITA GARAGE

- Normal construction activities continue during Dead and Finals Week. Work hours will be M – F, 8am – 6pm. There will be no work Saturday, 6/8.
- There will be intermittent impacts for equipment to access the Fire Lane between the site and Schwab through 6/29. There will be minimal noise associated with this activity.
- There will be two to three concrete pours per week, occurring Wednesday through Friday, from now through the end of summer.
- Post-tensioning of the elevated deck concrete is scheduled for each Monday. This activity may go past 5pm. No noise impacts are anticipated.

Work Hours:
M-F: 8am - 6pm, Saturday: 9am - 5pm

Project Contact:
eastcampusconstruction@stanford.edu
Kharon Hathaway, Senior Project Manager

ESCONDIDO VILLAGE GRADUATE RESIDENCES

- Tree planting scheduled along Village Way. Expect noise from excavators, trenching, and intermittent traffic impacts.
- McFarland residents: intermittent ped/bike impacts at the north entry due to work on Bldg C through June.
- Structural steel and decking continues at the Pavilion. Expect intermittent noise from sawcutting, hammering, and grinding.
- Site utilities work continues. Expansion of the construction fence scheduled this summer.

For more updates and info:
newgradhousing.stanford.edu/construction-updates

Work Hours:
M-F: 8am - 6pm
Saturday: 9am - 6pm

Project Contacts:
Sandy Louie, Project Manager, sjlouie@stanford.edu
Mark Bonino, Project Executive, mbonino@stanford.edu

EAST CAMPUS UTILITIES

- Intermittent one lane traffic control with flaggers on Serra Street from Campus Drive to Pampas Lane, expect some delays.

Work Hours: 8am - 4:30pm

Project Contact:
Kelly Rohlfs, Project Executive, krohlfs@stanford.edu

Visit headsup.stanford.edu for more information on our projects and to subscribe to weekly updates.

HEADS UP is produced by Stanford Land, Buildings & Real Estate

Thank you in advance for your understanding and cooperation.
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MEMORIAL DISTRICT WORK CENTER

- Installing building footings slab.
- Back filling UG Utilities and Grading.
- Install UG Electrical.

Work Hours: 7am - 4pm
Project Contact:
Marshall Wheel, Sr. Project Manager, mwheel@stanford.edu
Kevin Irwin, Project Manager, kevin.irwin@stanford.edu

ARRILLAGA HALL

- Structural steel at roof continues. Work on the interiors and exterior will continue. Deliveries will continue to arrive on Arguello Way.
- Use caution when traveling in the area.

Work Hours: 7am - 5pm
Project Contact:
Sandy Louie, Project Manager, sjlouie@stanford.edu
Mark Bonino, Project Executive, mbonino@stanford.edu

LASUEN DISTRICT WORK CENTER

- Bookstore exterior work will be complete prior to commencement; interior by end of June.
- Patching, polishing, and sealing concrete floors.

Work Hours: 7am - 4pm
Project Contact:
Marshall Wheel, Sr. Project Manager, mwheel@stanford.edu
Kevin Irwin, Project Manager, kevin.irwin@stanford.edu

CABRILLO DOLORES FACULTY HOMES

- No work until June 17th.

Work Hours: M-F 8am-5pm, Sat 9am-5pm
Project Contact:
David Kirk, Project Manager, cabrillo-dolores@stanford.edu

STANFORD LAW SCHOOL - COOLEY COURTYARD

- Work from Wednesday, 6/26, to Friday, 9/13.

Work Hours: 8am - 4:30pm
Project Contact:
Kelly Rohlfs, Project Executive, krohlfs@stanford.edu

Visit headsup.stanford.edu for more information on our projects and to subscribe to weekly updates.

HEADS UP is produced by Stanford Land, Buildings & Real Estate

Thank you in advance for your understanding and cooperation.